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Abstract
Purpose - This study seeks to understand the relationship between the elements of a startup
firms’ management control system (MCS) package, its entrepreneurial orientation (EO) and
firm performance.
Design/methodology/approach - We collected survey data from a sample of 100 Brazilian
startups who had exited technology-based parks and incubators. We used two data analysis
techniques: partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) and fuzzy-set
qualitative comparative analysis (fsQCA).
Findings - The findings show that cultural and planning controls were the only two MCS
elements that were included in all high-performing startup firms’ MCS packages. We also found
that EO has a positive influence on firm performance through the MCS package.
Originality - Using fsQCA and PLS-SEM we were able to better understand the important role
that MCS package adoption has on a startups’ performance and provide new evidence regarding
the interface between MCS and EO. This extends our understanding of the importance that
cultural and planning controls have in an MCS package to support startup performance.
Research implications - Our mixed-method approach allowed for a holistic view of the
analyzed phenomenon. PLS-SEM analysis was applied to the symmetric relationships between
the proposed relationships while fsQCA was used to analyze the asymmetric combinations
between EO dimensions and MCS package elements which promoted high firm performance.
Practical implications - We show how different combinations of MCS elements form a
package, mediating EO which can enable high performance.
Keywords Management control system, MCS Package, Entrepreneurial orientation,
Performance, Startup, Cultural control, Planning control, Survey, fsQCA, Brazil
Paper type Research paper
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1 Introduction
Examining management control system (MCS) design is integral to understanding how
management seeks to achieve organizational objectives and goals (Janka, 2021; Jukka and
Pellinen, 2020). Adopting and using MCS in startups is an important area of research because
these firms need to quickly develop these systems to help them survive in a highly competitive
environment (Davila et al., 2015; Samagaio et al., 2018; Crespo et al., 2019; Pavlatos, 2021).
It has been argued that MCS elements can be combined to form different packages of MCS
(Otley, 1980; Malmi and Brown, 2008), which has been demonstrated to be important for
entrepreneurial companies (Akroyd et al., 2019). Research has also shown that there are
multiple and equally effective ways for an organization to combine MCS elements in the same
strategic context. This is known as equifinality (Bedford et al., 2016) and has been argued to
help improve organizational performance (Davila and Foster, 2005; Bedford, 2015; Cosenz and
Noto, 2015). The MCS package1 concept has been used to understand how a number of different
control system elements (cultural, planning, cybernetic, rewards & compensation, and
administrative controls) work together to enable alignment between individual activities and
organizational goals (Otley, 1980; Malmi and Brown, 2008; Grabner and Moers, 2013; Bedford
et al., 2016; O’Grady and Akroyd, 2016).
In this study, we contribute to this stream of research by examining the different MCS
packages high-performing startups have adopted, as well as understanding the effect that the
interface between a startup firm’s entrepreneurial orientation (EO) and its MCS package has on
startup firms’ performance. A firms EO has been shown to be an important organizational
attribute (Wales et al., 2020) encompassing the innovativeness, proactiveness, and risk-taking
behavior of startups (Miller, 1983; Covin and Slevin, 1989). While EO has been shown to have
a direct influence on firm performance (e.g., Shirokova et al., 2016; Migliori et al., 2019;
Vaznyte and Andries, 2019; Basco et al., 2020; Galbreath et al., 2020), it has also been argued
to affect adoption and use of MCS (Li et al., 2006; Bisbe and Malagueño, 2015; Daciê et al.,
2017). This study addresses how EO and MCS influence startup performance by examining
two research questions:

RQ1. Does EO influence the adoption of an MCS package and performance in startup
firms?

We use the term ‘MCS package’ to denote a management control system that includes “a loosely integrated set
of mechanisms that operate independently” (Merchant and Otley, 2020, p. 2)
1
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RQ2. What is the relationship between combinations of EO dimensions and MCS
elements in high performing startup firms?

To examine these research questions, we collected survey data from a sample of 100
Brazilian startups who exited technology-based parks and incubators, which belong to the
Brazilian innovation environment, to promote cooperation and set a national movement for
innovative entrepreneurship (Plonski, 2016). This entrepreneurial ecosystem enables a creative
and innovative environment for startups (Latorre et al., 2017). Moreover, Technology-based
parks and incubators help these companies develop their management systems (Phillips, 2002;
Davila, 2019).
It has been argued that the adoption of MCS package elements differs according to the
growth and maturity phases of startups. For example, startups often begin by adopting informal
cultural controls and then incorporate other controls as they grow (Strauss et al., 2013; Akroyd
and Kober, 2020). However, it is not yet clear which elements of the MCS package support a
startup firm’s performance after they exit a technology park/incubator.
Two techniques were adopted for data analysis: partial least squares structural equation
modeling (PLS-SEM) is used to answer RQ1 and fuzzy-set qualitative comparative analysis
(fsQCA) is used to answer RQ2. This mixed-method approach allows for a holistic view of the
analyzed phenomenon through a complementary explanatory design (Johnson and
Onwuegbuzie, 2004). PLS-SEM analysis was applied to the symmetric causal relationships
between the proposed relationships. FsQCA was used to analyze the asymmetric causal
combinations between EO dimensions and MCS package elements to promote a high level of
performance. FsQCA enables us to see how different combinations of MCS elements form a
package, resulting in high organizational performance, by considering the complementarity/
substitutability between MCS elements (Bedford and Sandelin, 2015; Bedford et al., 2016;
Bedford, 2020) and providing new ways to identify the multidimensional profile of EO (Covin
and Wales, 2019).
Our findings demonstrate that cultural and planning controls acted in a complementary
way as they were the only two MCS elements that were included in all high-performing startup
firms’ MCS packages. We also found that EO dimensions influence the adoption of the MCS
package, and also indirectly influences performance through partial MCS package mediation.
Four causal combinations were found between EO interface dimensions and MCS package
elements accountable for promoting high startup performance. FsQCA results complemented
4

the PLS-SEM findings by exploring the aforementioned symmetrical and asymmetric
relationships and reinforced the important role of MCS package adoption by startups.
This study presents a number of theoretical contributions by providing new evidence on
the interface between EO dimensions and the MCS elements that comprise a package in startup
firms. First, the study contributes to the MCS as a package literature, showing several paths that
lead to the same outcome (equifinality) through the use of fsQCA analysis (Bedford et al., 2016;
Bedford, 2020). Second, the study contributes to the literature by clarifying our understanding
of the interface between the dimensions of EO and MCS elements (Li et al., 2006; Bisbe and
Malagueño, 2015; Daciê et al., 2017). Third, traditionally, studies have explored contextual
factors that lead to the adoption of MCS in startup firms, such as strategy (Davila et al., 2015;
Samagaio et al., 2018; Crespo et al., 2019; Pavlatos, 2021; Pavlatos and Kostakis, 2021),
structure (Samagaio et al., 2018; Crespo et al., 2019; Pavlatos, 2021), and environment
(Samagaio et al., 2018; Pavlatos, 2021; Pavlatos and Kostakis, 2021). In this study we
contribute to this line of research by identifying another organizational attribute, EO, which
leads to the adoption of the MCS in startups. Furthermore, the study contributes by using the
MCS package concept (Otley, 1980; Malmi and Brown, 2008), which enables us to better
understand how MCS elements interact with each other to form different packages that lead to
high performance of startups, based on the premise of equifinality (Bedford and Sandelin,
2015), which argues that there are many different ways that organizations can achieve success.
This study also contributes to our understanding of the practices of the
managers/founders of startups by highlighting the relevance of the adoption of cultural and
planning controls in an MCS package and by showing the relevance of EO, which enables
startup firms to achieve higher levels of performance. Our findings can also be useful for
managers of technology parks and incubators as it presents examples of the EO dimensions and
MCS elements necessary to boost startup success and exit rates, which would enable them to
help more startup firms. Furthermore, our findings are useful for policy makers and investors
who are using managerial and financial information to evaluate startups and distribute funding.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the theoretical
framework and develops our hypotheses. Section 3 describes our survey methodology and
measurement of the variables. Section 4 presents the data analysis. Section 5 discusses our
findings and concludes the paper by highlighting our contributions, research limitations, and
avenues for future research.
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2 Theoretical framework
2.1 MCS package in startups
We know that combinations of MCS “operate as a package of interrelated mechanisms”
(Bedford and Malmi, 2015, p. 1) to promote information for managerial decision-making to
enable goal congruence (Bedford and Sandelin, 2015). These MCS packages can include a
number of MCS elements, including cultural, planning, cybernetic, rewards & compensation,
and administrative controls (Malmi and Brown, 2008). Studies on the design and use of MCS
in startups are relatively recent in the literature (Davila et al., 2015; Samagaio et al., 2018;
Crespo et al., 2019; Pavlatos, 2021) and to our knowledge have not used the MCS package
concept.
In contrast to mature organizations, startups are formed by people gathered together to
create new businesses (Davila, 2019), which can bring new ideals and technologies to the
market (Bikse et al., 2018). The founders of these companies can imprint their MCS, which has
been shown to have positive influence on organizational outcomes (Akroyd and Kober, 2020).
However, many startups, do not survive (Cantamessa et al., 2018), as they face organizational
and managerial challenges (Davila et al., 2015).
It has been argued that combinations of MCS elements can have a positive effect on an
organization’s performance (Davila and Foster, 2005; Cosenz and Noto, 2015; Bedford, 2015).
However, studies have also demonstrated that organizational context can impact the
relationship between MCS elements and organizational performance. For example, the country
where the startup is based and the CEO’ beliefs about planning potentially influences the use
of financial MCS such as budgets, which has been argued to affect the performance of startups
(Pavlatos and Kostakis, 2021). While some startups have been shown to adopt a number of
formal MCS elements (Lin et al., 2017), others do not and instead rely on informal controls
(Davila et al., 2015). This shows that understanding the context impacting the adoption of an
MCS package is critical (Otley, 2016). Incubators and technology parks are unique ecosystems
that can significantly contribute to our understanding of the adoption of MCS packages by
startups (Davila, 2019). These organizations are an important factor that can have a positive
effect on the adoption of an MCS package within a startup firm, which can improve their
organizational performance. For this reason, we hypothesize that:

H1: The adoption of MCS packages by startup firms is positively associated with firm
performance.
6

2.2 Entrepreneurial orientation
EO is among the most studied topics in management research (Wales et al., 2011;
Martens et al., 2016; Wales, 2016; Covin and Wales, 2019; Wales et al., 2019). This construct
includes innovativeness, proactiveness, and risk-taking (Miller, 1983; Covin and Slevin, 1989)
as organizational attributes derived from top management styles, organizational element
combinations, and new entry initiatives (Wales et al., 2020). Basically, EO is “the most
fundamental manifestation level of entrepreneurship as organizational attribute” (Covin and
Wales, 2019, p. 4).
Previous EO literature commonly explores organizational attitudes of innovativeness,
risk-taking, and proactiveness and the association with other organizational variables
(Hernández-Perlines et al., 2019; Basco et al., 2020). Innovativeness is a creative process
potentially generating new ideas and innovations (Miller and Friesen, 1983; Lumpkin and Dess,
1996). Risk-taking involves the implementation of actions in search of potential profits, but
with no probable expectation of success (Miller, 1983; Lumpkin and Dess, 1996). Proactiveness
involved launching new products and services on the market before competing companies
(Covin and Slevin, 1989; Rigtering et al., 2017).
Although both young and established firms can present different EO positions relative
to performance (Messersmith and Wales, 2013; Palmer et al., 2019), the literature finds
evidence that EO has a positive influence on firm performance (Shirokova et al., 2016; Basco
et al., 2020; Galbreath et al., 2020). However, a gap exists in the literature on the importance
of EO features in startups (Kee and Rahman, 2018) with evidence indicating that it can boost
their performance in certain contexts (Lazzarotti et al., 2015; Migliori et al., 2019; Vaznyte and
Andries, 2019). The literature suggests that several organizational attributes (e.g. strategy,
resources and culture) and characteristics (e.g. environment and industry) that can shape the
relationship of EO with performance (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996), which can differ for
companies from different countries (Basco et al., 2020) and with different market orientations
(Migliori et al., 2019). Thus, evidence for new contexts, such as startup firms, is needed to
advance EO theory (Wales, 2016; Wales et al., 2019).
We know from the management accounting literature that several factors influence the
adoption of MCS by startups (Davila and Foster, 2005; Davila et al., 2009). Based on
organizational attributes (Covin and Wales, 2019), evidence suggests that EO can be important
for the adoption of MCS elements (Daciê et al., 2017). This is because EO is associated with
strategic formulation in organizations (Amit et al., 2000), as it can influence efficiency, growth,
7

and innovation strategies (Callaway and Jagani, 2015). It thus has the potential to shape MCS.
It has also been noted that companies with different EO levels apply different MCS to their
innovation processes (Bisbe and Malagueño, 2015). Evidence also indicates that EO affects
personnel control (Li et al., 2006). Since innovativeness, proactiveness, and risk-taking
behavior (Miller, 1983; Covin and Slevin, 1989) are organizational attributes stemming from
founders/managers’ behavior, such an attitude could likely precede MCS adoption and help
decision-making and allocation of resources and efforts (Davila et al., 2015). Therefore, an
organization’s EO stance could influence adoption of MCS elements to form different
packages. We thus hypothesize that:

H2A: Entrepreneurial orientation in startup firms is positively associated with firm performance.

H2B: Entrepreneurial orientation is associated with a package of MCS elements in startup firms.

2.3 Mediating role of an MCS Package
The relationship between EO and performance presents specific particularities for both
young and mature companies (Messersmith and Wales, 2013; Palmer et al., 2019). It has been
argued that several mechanisms may have an indirect effect on this relationship (Lumpkin and
Dess, 1996; Hughes and Morgan, 2007). Research has also shown that the MCS package being
used may be one of the mechanisms responsible for the mediation between EO and startup
performance, as an MCS package can be shaped by EO (Li et al., 2006; Bisbe and Malagueño,
2015; Daciê et al., 2017), which can, simultaneously, boost performance (Davila and Foster,
2005; Cosenz and Noto, 2015; Bedford, 2015).
Al-Dhaafri and Al-Swidi (2014) show that enterprise resource planning systems can
mediate EO and performance association. In addition, Daciê et al. (2017) found there were
direct effects of EO on MCS use and firm performance as well as on performance through an
MCS. Thus, there is reason to believe that the posture of startups, in relation to the EO
dimensions of innovativeness, risk-taking, and proactiveness (Miller, 1983; Covin and Slevin,
1989), and their relationship with performance, is facilitated by an MCS package, which helps
organizations to promote goal congruence to achieve the desired results (Malmi and Brown,
2008). Therefore, evidence suggests that EO indirectly influences performance, but can also be
mediated by the MCS package. This leads us to the following hypothesis:
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H3: The elements included in a package of MCS mediates the relationship between
entrepreneurial orientation and startup firm performance.

Based on the literature review and the hypotheses development, Figure 1 demonstrates
the direct (solid arrows) and indirect (dashed arrow) relationships between the research
constructs. Additionally, the model includes two control variables: firm age and sector.

Control
variables

MCS package
H2b

Entrepreneurial
Orientation

H1

H3

Performance
H2a

Figure 1. Conceptual model.

3 Methodology
3.1 Data collection
The study population comprises startups that exited 70 different Brazilian technologybased incubators or parks, which are important innovation ecosystems capable of assisting
startup maturation (Latorre et al., 2017). The list of technology-based incubators or parks and
respective startups was accessed through the National Association of Entities Promoting
Innovative Enterprises (Anprotec), resulting in a population of 794 startups. Anprotec was
created in 1987, and it has since been directly involved in the development of Brazilian
technology-based incubators or parks (Anprotec, 2021). Incubators and parks in Brazil are
relevant social and economic development drivers, similar to that in other countries (Plonski,
2016). Thus, startups acquire and exchange knowledge during the incubation period, which is
crucial for their survival in the market after they exit (Phillips, 2002; Vick et al., 2013).
We followed the recommendations of Dillman et al. (2014) when conducting the survey
questionnaire. For example, we included a cover letter and a personalized contact for each
organization. In addition, we pretested the questionnaire with academics (two professors and
three master’s students in the area of management control) and managers (two startup managers
and one manager from a large organization). The survey was sent to managers by e-mail and
9

through social media (e.g. LinkedIn), from July to October 2019. In total, 100 startups
completed the survey; no missing data or possible outliers were found through our exploratory
analyses. The sample size (n=100) and response rate (12.59%) are comparable with those of
similar studies (Samagaio et al., 2018; Crespo et al., 2019). Of the sample, 59% of the
companies had exited an incubator or park within the last 5 years (2015-2019), while 68% of
them were in the service sector, 2% in the commerce sector, and 30% of them from various
industries, predominantly technology or engineering. At least 70% of respondents were
company owners, 91% were senior executives, and 64% had at least one post-graduation
degree.

3.2 Measurements
A 5-point Likert scale was used in our survey instrument, according to which EO was
categorized as 1 = never; 5 = always, and MCS package and performance were categorized as
1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree. EO was measured as a second-order construct, it had
9 items based on Miller (1983) and Lumpkin and Dess (1996) and validated in the Brazilian
context by Lazzarotti et al. (2015). They encompassed innovativeness (three items), risk-taking
(three items), and proactive (three items).
The MCS package is also a second-order construct based on 21 items developed and
validated by Altoé et al. (2018), and it was based on Malmi and Brown (2008). It comprised
cultural control (three items), planning (five items), cybernetic control (five items), rewards &
compensation (three items), and administrative control (five items). Performance was measured
based on four items adopted from King et al. (2010) and Crespo et al. (2019). It consisted of a
metric based on respondents’ self-perception, which is compared to outcomes from the last 3
years. Such a method of quantifying performance has been widely accepted in the management
literature (Lazzarotti et al., 2015; Crespo et al., 2019).
Two control variables were used in the study: firm age and sector. Firm age is its time
in the market after its exit from the technology-based incubator or park. Firm age is a binary
variable (≤ 5 years and > 6 years). Moreover, industry sector is a binary variable
(commerce/services and industry). The management and accounting literatures highlight that a
firm’s age and the industry sector are important control variables (Bedford et al., 2019;
Guenther and Heinicke, 2019; Kreilkamp et al., 2021; Scagnelli et al., 2019).
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3.3 Analysis procedure
Data were analyzed through structural equation modeling based on partial least squares
(PLS-SEM) and fuzzy-set qualitative comparative analysis (fsQCA). Previous studies on MCS
(Bedford et al., 2016; Samagaio et al., 2018; Crespo et al., 2019; Bedford, 2020; Frare and
Beuren, 2021) and EO (Alonso-Dos-Santos and Llanos-Contreras, 2019; Kollmann et al., 2021)
have demonstrated that the use of regression techniques in combination with fsQCA can
provide complementary results based on the symmetric analytical properties of PLS-SEM and
asymmetric analytical properties of fsQCA. Thus, the combined use of quantitative PLS-SEM
and qualitative fsQCA techniques allows a broader view of the phenomenon (Venkatesh et al.,
2013; Bedford, 2020) in addition to a complementary explanatory design (Johnson and
Onwuegbuzie, 2004).
PLS-SEM was analyzed using SmartPLS software (3.0) (Ringle et al., 2015), which
allows for the estimation of complex causal models with multiple dependent and independent,
higher-order constructs, mediating variables, and control variables (Hair et al., 2017). PLSSEM is recommended for limited sample sizes, is robust for non-normal data, and it is widely
used in management and business research (Hair et al., 2019). MCS research also commonly
uses PLS-SEM (Rezania et al., 2016; Crespo et al., 2019; Kennedy and Widener, 2019).
FsQCA was performed in fsQCA 3.0 (Ragin, 2008), which assesses holistic interactions
resulting in different configurations accounting for the success of the outcome (Fiss, 2007).
FsQCA solutions promote equifinality by finding the causal conditions leading to the same
result (Rihoux and Ragin, 2008). Previous studies have revealed the benefits of using fsQCA
in MCS research (Bedford et al., 2016; Samagaio et al., 2018; Crespo et al., 2019; Frare and
Beuren, 2021). Moreover, it has been argued that using fsQCA to explore MCS packages is
necessary for understanding MCS combinations better (Bedford, 2020). Thus, fsQCA was used
to identify the MCS package element combinations (first-order) and the EO dimensions (firstorder) accounting for startups’ high performance.
Bedford (2020) has recently called for the examination of combinations of MCS
elements using fsQCA in order to improve our knowledge of MCS packages. This is important
as we need to better understand how different MCS combinations form packages of MCS which
can lead to the same outcome (Bedford et al., 2016). Therefore, fsQCA allows us to analyze
whether individual conditions are necessary and whether combinations of conditions are
sufficient to achieve a given result (Bedford and Sandelin, 2015; Bedford et al., 2016). The
combinations of conditions that appear in all solutions for the occurrence of a given result
11

suggest complementarity, while the conditions that differ represent substitutability (Milgrom
and Roberts, 1995; Bedford and Sandelin, 2015). Although the technique does not specify
whether conditions are interdependent as described in the theory of Milgrom and Roberts
(1995), they “indicate that certain attributes must combine to be sufficient for the outcome to
occur; of additive (independent) or interactive (interdependent) associations” (Bedford and
Sandelin, 2015, p. 22).

3.4 Common-method bias and non-response bias
Common-method bias (CMB) could be a potential problem as all variables are collected
by the same survey–filled out by one respondent (Podsakoff et al., 2003). CMB was tested
using ‘Harman’s single-factor test’ (Harman, 1967) to assess the possible existence of this
problem (Gomez-Conde et al., 2019; Matsuo et al., 2021). A single factor represented 28.03%
of the common variance. This value is below the 50% threshold required, this indicates that
CMB is not a problem in our study (Podsakoff et al., 2003).
In contrast, as identifying the non-respondents’ features was not possible, late
respondents were assumed to be analogous to non-responders, and non-response bias was
assessed by comparing the responses of early and late respondents (Abernethy et al., 2017;
Gomez-Conde et al., 2019). Means of items of all constructs between the first and last ten
respondents were compared (Mahama and Cheng, 2013); however, no significant differences
were found between the groups (p > 0.05, two-tailed). Therefore, non-response bias was not an
issue (de Harlez and Malagueño, 2016; Nuhu et al., 2019).

4. Data analysis
4.1 PLS-SEM analysis
4.1.1 Measurement model
Type I (reflective-reflective) higher-order constructs were measured through the
repeated indicators’ approach (Sarstedt et al., 2019). Previous studies measured EO (AlvarezTorres et al., 2019; Hernández-Perlines et al., 2020) and MCS packages (Rehman et al., 2020)
as second-order Type I. Our second-order measurement model (Table Ⅰ) evaluation was based
on reflective indicator loadings, internal consistency reliability, and convergent and
discriminant validity (Hair et al., 2019). The constructs and items (first-order) are shown in
Appendix A.
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Table Ⅰ
Measurement model
Constructs
Mean SD
α
ρA
CR
AVE
1
2
3
4
5
1. EO
3.65 0.88 0.795 0.806 0.821 0.607 0.779 0.397 0.645 0.145 0.215
2. MCS package
3.74 0.90 0.919 0.925 0.892 0.626 0.289 0.791 0.494 0.119 0.165
3. Performance
3.78 0.95 0.818 0.818 0.881 0.650 0.524 0.429 0.806 0.159 0.170
4. Firm’s age
-0.103 0.028 -0.145
0.120
5. Sector
0.196 0.126 0.155 0.120
Note 1: Fornell-Larcker criteria values are presented to the left/bottom diagonal, whereas heterotrait-monotrait
ratio of correlations (HTMT) criteria values are shown on the right/top diagonal. Diagonal elements in bold are
square roots of the average variance extracted (AVE).
Note 2: α = Cronbach’s alpha, ρA = Dijkstra-Henseler’s rho, CR = composite reliability, AVE = average variance
extracted.

For all items, the reflective indicator loadings were greater than 0.60, which is said to
meet adequacy requirements (Hair et al., 2017). Cronbach’s alpha (α), Dijkstra-Henseler’s rho
(ρA), and composite reliability (CR) ranged from 0.70 to 0.95, which indicates internal
consistency reliability (Hair et al., 2019). Convergent validity was shown by AVE, which was
higher than 0.50 (Hair et al., 2019). Discriminant validity was attested using the heterotraitmonotrait ratio of correlations (HTMT) criterion, which recorded values lower than 0.85 (Hair
et al., 2019) and by the Fornell-Larcker criterion, whose square root of AVE (diagonal values
in bold) was higher than correlation between latent variables (Hair et al., 2017).

4.1.2 Structural model
The likelihood of multicollinearity in the structural model was evaluated based on the
variance inflation factor (VIF), the model’s predictive accuracy was calculated based on R2,
and the model’s predictive relevance was assessed based on Stone-Geisser (Q2) (Hair et al.,
2017). Table Ⅱ presents the hypotheses, paths, beta coefficients (β), t-values, p-values, and
confidence intervals (CIs).
Table Ⅱ
Path analysis
H
Paths
Beta (β)
t-value
p-value
H1
0.307
3.410
0.001***
MCS package → Performance
H2A
0.413
4.687
0.000***
EO → Performance
H2B
EO → MCS package
0.289
2.356
0.019**
H3
0.089
1.667
0.095*
EO → MCS package → Performance
Firm’s age
-0.117
1.354
0.176
Sector
0.050
0.547
0.584
Note 1: † bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa) BCI; 5,000 subsamples; two-tailed test.
Note 2: *p < 0.10; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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CI [5%; 95%]†
[0.152; 0.448]
[0.248; 0.542]
[0.060; 0.470]
[0.019; 0.195]
[-0.252; 0.031]
[-0.107; 0.192]

Multicollinearity can likely occur between latent variables when VIF is higher than 3.00
(Hair et al., 2019). The recorded VIFs ranged from 1.000 to 1.145, which implies an absence
of multicollinearity. The explained variance of the endogenous variables (R 2) could have been
small (2%), medium (13%), or large (26%) (Cohen, 1988). Thus, the MCS R2 was low to
medium (7.4%) and high for performance (34.6%). Q2 values higher than 0 were acceptable
(Hair et al., 2019). Thus, MCS (2.9%) and performance (22.7%) values highlighted the model’s
predictive relevance.

4.2 FsQCA analysis
FsQCA analysis was used in addition to PLS-SEM. It was mainly adopted for exploring
the combinations of MCS in different packages and EO dimensions, leading to high startup
performance. Three steps were followed to do this, the first stage consisted of calibrating the
mean of the constructs between values 0 and 1, the second stage consisted of analyzing the
causal conditions necessary to arrive at a certain outcome, while the third stage consisted of
analyzing conditions sufficient to promote dependent variable success (Ragin, 2008). Despite
all the research on the symmetrical relationship between MCS and other variables, few studies
have explored how combinations of MCS elements in a package are used by companies
(Bedford and Malmi, 2015; Bedford, 2020). Different combinations can occur in different firm
types, due to the dimensions of EO (Covin and Wales, 2019). Therefore, fsQCA can be used to
explore EO dimension combinations and MCS package elements to understand what leads to
high startup performance.

4.2.1 Calibration
Calibration is the first step in an fsQCA analysis. The mean of the constructs (5-point
Likert scale) must be calibrated to values between 0 and 1 (Ragin, 2008). According to
theoretical knowledge of research constructs (Ragin, 2008) and previous studies (Palmer et al.,
2019; Hock-Doepgen et al., 2020), calibration consists of turning original points 5, 3, and 1
into full membership (95%), cross-over (50%), and full non-membership (5%).

4.2.2 Necessary conditions
The second stage consists of analyzing the causal conditions necessary for obtaining a
certain outcome (Ragin, 2008). Conditions based on consistency higher than 0.90 are necessary,
and those between 0.80 and 0.90 are almost always necessary (Ragin, 2000). Based on Table
14

Ⅲ, innovativeness is a necessary condition, with proactiveness almost always necessary, while
the MCS elements of cultural control, planning control, and reward & compensation are almost
always necessary for high startups performance. However, although a condition is always or
almost always necessary, it may not be sufficient, depending on combinations with other
conditions (Ragin, 2008).
Table Ⅲ
Necessary conditions
Second-order
EO

First-order conditions
Consistency
Innovativeness
0.912
~ Innovativeness
0.293
Risk-taking
0.700
~ Risk-taking
0.513
Proactiveness
0.889
~ Proactiveness
0.330
MCS package Cultural control
0.864
~ Cultural control
0.328
Planning
0.891
~ Planning
0.325
Cybernetic control
0.795
~ Cybernetic control
0.420
Reward and compensation
0.807
~ Reward and compensation
0.384
Administrative control
0.777
~ Administrative control
0.457
Note: The tilde (~) before the causal condition represents the condition’s absence.

Coverage
0.875
0.907
0.912
0.857
0.900
0.875
0.872
0.875
0.883
0.911
0.921
0.835
0.871
0.874
0.902
0.908

4.2.3 Sufficient conditions
The third stage consists of analyzing the conditions sufficient to promote dependent
variable success (Ragin, 2008). Therefore, a truth table with 2k rows was created, where k is the
number of causal conditions, that is, 28 rows (Ragin, 2008). The results were analyzed based
on the intermediate solution (Table Ⅳ), as suggested in the literature (Alonso-Dos-Santos and
Llanos-Contreras, 2019; Covin et al., 2020). A consistency threshold above 0.80 (0.944)
resulted in four causal combinations (solutions) (Ragin, 2008).
Raw coverage (0.274–0.627) represents the ratio of membership in the outcome,
explained by each solution. Unique coverage (0.012–0.020) explains the ratio of cases covered
only by the solution. Solution coverage is the ratio of cases explained by the combination of all
solutions, that is, 74.7% of cases were explained by the four solutions. All consistencies (0.959–
0.999) were higher than the threshold (0.80) and solution consistency was also higher than 0.80
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(0.922), this finding demonstrates the adequacy of solutions found through fsQCA (Ragin,
2008).
Table Ⅳ
Sufficient conditions for high performance
Conditions

High performance
S2
S3
S4
Innovativeness
●
●
⊗
Risk-taking
●
Proactiveness
●
●
●
Cultural control
●
●
●
●
Planning
●
●
●
●
Cybernetic control
●
●
●
⊗
Reward and compensation
●
●
●
Administrative control
●
●
●
Raw coverage
0.627
0.601
0.274
0.405
Unique coverage
0.020
0.017
0.012
0.012
Consistency
0.964
0.959
0.999
0.985
Overall solution coverage
0.747
Overall solution consistency
0.922
Note 1: Full black circles (●) indicate causal condition, and white circles with “x” in the center ( ⊗) indicate
causal condition absence. Blank cells represent “do not care”.
Note 2: This table excludes solutions with a unique coverage less than 0.00.
S1
●

5. Discussion and conclusions
5.1 Discussion of results
The first hypothesis (H1) suggests that the adoption of an MCS package is positively
associated with firm performance. H1 was confirmed (β = 0.307; p <0.01), and it corroborated
the findings of previous studies (Davila and Foster, 2005; Cosenz and Noto, 2015; Bedford,
2015). This finding highlights the need for entrepreneurial companies to adopt an MCS package
(Akroyd et al., 2019) and shows that technology-based parks and incubator environments may
have helped the management control adoption process (Davila, 2019). It also suggests that MCS
packages may represent a way for startups to face early-stage impairments and survive in the
market (Davila et al., 2015; Cantamessa et al., 2018).
The fsQCA analysis showed that cultural control, planning control, and reward &
compensation are almost always necessary; however, they are not sufficient by themselves.
Therefore, two (S2 and S4) of the four high-performance combinations contained all the MCS
package elements. All elements, except administrative control, which is indifferent, was
observed in S1, while there was an indifference of cybernetic controls and an absence of
rewards & compensation in S3. Cultural control and planning control were the only MCS
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elements observed in all solutions, suggesting complementarity (Milgrom and Roberts, 1995;
Bedford and Sandelin, 2015) and their importance for startup firm performance.
The presence of cultural control can be understood in relation to the dynamics of new
ventures, which cannot easily adopt other MCS if cultural control is not yet embodied by
employees (Akroyd et al., 2019). Cultural control is the means of communicating a startups’
fundamental values (Malmi and Brown, 2008). It influences employees’ motivation and
behavior (Heinicke et al., 2016) and is a driver for other organizational changes (Marginson,
2009). Thus, cultural control is an important socialization mechanism for achieving goal
congruence (Akroyd and Maguire, 2011; Kennedy and Widener, 2019). The presence of
planning controls in all MCS packages allows us to infer that they operate in a complementary
way as startups aim to guide employees’ behavior to achieve previously established goals
(Malmi and Brown, 2008) in order to promote high performance.
The other MCS elements were found in at least three of the four solutions. Cybernetic
control and administrative control are present in 3 solutions and indifferent in one. Rewards &
compensation are present in 3 solutions and absent in one. This suggests possible
substitutability between these elements, depending on combinations with other elements
(Milgrom and Roberts, 1995; Bedford and Sandelin, 2015). Bedford et al. (2016) reveal that
the substitutability of MCS elements differs by strategic context (defenders vs. prospectors),
and our findings suggest that this substitutability is shaped according to the firm's EO profile.
For example, S3 is the only solution that has the presence of risk-taking. In addition to the
complementarity of cultural control and planning, only administrative controls are present. This
reinforces that the presence of governance and organizational structures, and formalization of
policies and procedures (administrative control) is crucial to deal with risk-taking (Rikhardsson
et al., 2021), which seems sufficient and does not require the adoption of other MCS elements.
In fact, what we can see is that startups start to adopt these MCS elements according to
the perceived need in their birth and growth stages, and these elements start to act in
combination with the other elements forming a package of MCS (Akroyd et al., 2019). This is
consistent with the idea that cultural controls guide and are supported by the adoption of other
controls (Akroyd and Kober, 2020). Overall, our findings have demonstrated that employing
elements of the MCS package which then act in combination which each other are effective.
We also highlight the existence of more than one combination of MCS elements which are
capable of promoting equifinality in relation to organizations’ objectives.
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The H2A hypothesis proposed that EO is positively associated with firm performance,
which was statistically supported (β = 0.413; p <0.01). This finding corroborated the findings
of previous studies (Migliori et al., 2019; Vaznyte and Andries, 2019; Basco et al., 2020;
Galbreath et al., 2020). Similar to the results of the fsQCA analysis, innovativeness and
proactiveness were always and almost always necessary, respectively. However, none of these
conditions was self-sufficient in a singular way. Innovativeness (S1, S2, and S3) and
proactiveness (S1, S3, and S4) are present in three of the four solutions; however,
innovativeness is indifferent in S4 and proactiveness in S2. Risk-taking, in turn, was observed
in S3, absent in S4, and indifferent in S1 and S2. There was at least one EO dimension in all
solutions, and only S3 contained all three dimensions. Innovativeness and proactiveness tend
to have a stronger impact on performance in small-and medium-sized companies than risktaking. Thus, different EO combinations can result in high-performance startups, mainly
because of innovativeness and/or proactiveness.
The fsQCA analysis highlighted the interface (combinations) between EO dimensions
and MCS package elements sufficient to promote high organizational performance. EO
dimensions were observed in all four solutions with MCS package elements, and this outcome
reinforced the perspective on the importance of the interface between EO and MCS packages
(Li et al., 2006; Bisbe and Malagueño, 2015; Daciê et al., 2017). These findings show that
different combinations of EO dimensions and different MCS packages can create equifinality
and thus enable high performance in startup firms.
H2B argues that EO is positively associated with a package of MCS elements, supporting
this hypothesis (β = 0.289; p <0.05), which is in line with evidence in the literature (Li et al.,
2006; Daciê et al., 2017). Thus, the dimensions of EO (innovativeness, proactiveness, and risktaking) are antecedent to MCS package adoption in startups. Besides EOs associated with an
organizations’ strategic position (Amit et al., 2000), it also boosts efficiency, growth, and
innovation (Callaway and Jagani, 2015), and influences the adoption of management
mechanisms essential for market development (Davila et al., 2015). H2B’s confirmation
reinforced the idea that behavioral elements play a relevant role in defining MCS packages.
H3 proposes that the MCS package mediates the relationship between EO and firm
performance which was not rejected (β = 0.089; p <0.10). Thus, in addition to the direct impact
of EO on the MCS package, and of such a package on performance, we can infer that EO also
has an indirect effect on performance due to the MCS package’s mediation. We found a
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complementary mediation (partial mediation), given the positive and significant direct and
indirect (mediated by the MCS package) effect of EO on performance (Hair et al., 2017).
This finding is corroborated by Daciê et al. (2017), who found direct and indirect EO
effects on performance based on management mechanisms. Furthermore, this finding supports
the expectations of Lumpkin and Dess (1996) as it shows a mediating effect on the relationship
between EO and performance. Therefore, the MCS package plays an important role in helping
match EO and performance in the startup firm context. This implies that EO, with the existence
of certain levels of innovativeness, risk-taking and proactiveness (Miller, 1983), is a critical
factor for the adoption of an MCS package in startups, and that this package translates business
posture into firm performance. In addition to the overall posture of EO affecting the adoption
of the MCS package, the specific combination of its EO dimensions (innovativeness, risktaking and proactiveness) with certain MCS elements, enables high performance. These
different configurations vary according to the context and the profile of a startup, and show us
the different paths these firms take to achieve high performance (Fiss, 2007).

5.2 Conclusions
In conclusion we found that the relationship between EO and an MCS package
influences startup performance. As EO influenced MCS package adoption it thus plays an
important role in the management of startup firms. We also found that the MCS package
mediates the relationship between EO and performance. Therefore, the MCS package was able
to translate startups' EO into performance, i.e., it facilitates innovativeness, risk-taking and
proactiveness to achieve better performance. Our fsQCA results showed that there was a
necessary condition (innovativeness) and almost always necessary condition (proactiveness,
cultural control, planning control and reward & compensation) to promote high performance in
startups, but that they are not sufficient by themselves, just only when combined. Thus, fsQCA
showed four solutions capable of promoting equifinality to help achieve high performance. In
all solutions, cultural controls and planning were complementary and were always present,
which reinforces the importance of these two elements of an MCS package for the success of
startup firms. These solutions encompassed the interface between EO dimensions and MCS
package elements, highlighting which configurations lead to high startup firm performance.
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5.3 Theoretical implications
This study contributes to the literature on MCS adoption by startups (Davila and Foster,
2005, 2007; Davila et al., 2009; Davila et al., 2015; Samagaio et al., 2018; Crespo et al., 2019;
Pavlatos, 2021), and provides new evidence regarding the importance of the interface between
EO dimensions and MCS elements (Li et al., 2006; Bisbe and Malagueño, 2015; Daciê et al.,
2017). It also contributes by reinforcing the importance of having the MCS package acting in
balance with “controls working together, interdependently, in a complementary fashion”
(Akroyd et al., 2019, p. 1805) and extends this research by showing the different MCS packages
that can enable high performance in startup firms. Furthermore, we contribute to the literature
on EO and performance (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996) by highlighting how an MCS package acts
as a mediating variable necessary to achieve high performance in startup firms. Our fsQCA
results corroborated our understanding of equifinality in MCS combinations (Bedford et al.,
2016; Bedford, 2020) as it demonstrated the complementarity/substitutability between MCS
package elements (Malmi and Brown, 2008). Overall, this study has contributed to explaining
the importance of startups adopting an MCS package, by showing how the symmetric (PLSSEM) and asymmetric (fsQCA) relationships help these entrepreneurial companies to achieve
high performance rates.

5.4 Managerial implications
This investigation has managerial implications for entrepreneurial ecosystem actors.
First, for entrepreneurs, managers, and startup founders, the results highlight the relevance of
having these firms adopt an MCS package which has cultural and planning controls and being
concerned with their EO attitudes. Depending on the interface between the dimensions of EO
and the elements of the MCS package, different combinations can help startups achieve a high
level of performance. Thus, a startups’ management needs to be reflexive of these solutions as
they promote equifinality which enables high performance. Finally, technology park/incubator
managers should consider managerial knowledge transfer, emphasizing the relevance of
cultural and planning controls (observed in all high-performance solutions) and adopt structured
policies to make sure that startup firms have these in place before they exit.

5.5 Policy-making implications
Startups can potentially shape our economic future (Walsh and Cunningham, 2016);
however, many of them fail to do so and face bankruptcy in their early stages (Cantamessa et
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al., 2018). Therefore, understanding the dimensions of EO and MCS package elements is useful
for policymakers so as to help startup firms manage the context they face, promote better
performance, and consequently, achieve successful outcomes. Furthermore, there are many
policies that are necessary to support startups, such as the use of managerial and financial
information to evaluate companies and distribute funding. There is evidence that external
financiers attach considerable importance to startups' financial MCS elements when deciding
whether or not to fund those (Schachel et al., 2021). Thus, information about the combinations
of MCS packages that are adopted and lead to startups' success is relevant for these decision
makers.

5.6 Limitations and future research
This study has some limitations that could be addressed in future research. Being careful
in generalizing data is essential, since the sample only included Brazilian startups that have
exited from technology-based parks and incubators. Our study does not consider startups that
exited from business accelerators, which are a recent ecosystem for supporting new businesses
(Del Sarto et al., 2020). More research analyzing the MCS adoption of startups for each
entrepreneurial ecosystem (incubator, park, accelerators, etc.) would help us to understand the
role of each ecosystem in supporting the formation of a startup’s MCS package.
Our study analyzes the elements of the MCS package in startups; however, the data are
transversal and do not allow for analysis of causality and temporal evolution. Therefore, a
suggestion for further research is to use longitudinal and/or qualitative approaches to improve
our understanding of how the MCS package design and implementation process could best
support the growth and performance of startups. This would help us to better understand the
theory of how different startups adopt and use an MCS package over time (Berg and Madsen,
2020). Furthermore, it would be interesting to examine the evolution of the MCS package
elements over time using fsQCA, adding specific proxies to capture temporality (Bedford,
2020).
We measure EO based on three dimensions: innovativeness, proactiveness, and risktaking. Although these three dimensions form the traditional and predominant approach (Wales
et al., 2019), some authors, such as Lumpkin and Dess (1996), have recommend using the two
other dimensions - autonomy and competitive aggressiveness, which could be included in future
research. Finally, our measure of performance in this study consisted of a self-reported measure
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by the respondents. Therefore, future research could include other measures of performance,
such as market share or financial measures.
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Appendix A. Survey questionnaire
Construct/ Item

Loading

Entrepreneurial orientation
How intense is your search for entrepreneurial features in your organization?
Innovativeness (CR= 0.836; AVE= 0.630)
Investment in research and development (R&D)

0.761

Introduction of new products/services in the last 3 years

0.868

Search for different ways to perform actions and solve problems

0.747

Risk-taking (CR= 0.940; AVE= 0.886)
Performance in high-risk projects

0.953

Put yourself at risk to explore opportunities

0.930

Making financial loans

a

Proactiveness (CR= 0.818; AVE= 0.602)
Pioneering in the implementation of products/services/technologies

0.817

Initiatives that cause competitive reactions

0.822

Constant monitoring of customer needs

0.680

Management control system package
How intensively do you perceive your organization’s control characteristics?
Cultural control (CR= 0.865; AVE= 0.682)
The organization’s beliefs are highlighted

0.819

The organization’s values, mission, and vision are emphasized to subordinates

0.848

Organizational symbols demonstrate the prevailing cultural aspects of the organization

0.809

Planning (CR= 0.864; AVE= 0.560)
In the short-term planning, the objectives of the functional areas are defined

0.729

In short-term planning, the objectives of the functional areas are passed on to employees

0.765

Long-term planning allows for the congruence of standards and goals, aligning

0.809

objectives in all functional areas
In the long-term planning, the activities of each subordinate are controlled

0.692

In long-term planning, the activities of all sectors of the organization are controlled

0.741

Cybernetic control (CR= 0.887; AVE= 0.613)
Performance measurements are used to quantify employees’ behavior

0.679

Performance standards or goals are used in the organization

0.875

Feedback processes are adopted by comparing the achieved results to a previously

0.740

established standard
Analysis of variations due to feedback is performed

0.794

Subordinates are encouraged to increase their performance by awarding a reward

0.813

Rewards and compensation (CR= 0.894; AVE= 0.738)
There are ways to measurement on how much employees are focused on the activities
they perform
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0.874

There are ways measurements about the time spent by employees conducting some

0.833

activities
There are ways measurements about the number of individuals involved in the pursuit of

0.869

organizational goals
Administrative control (CR= 0.847; AVE= 0.528)
Performance is always monitored in the company, and employees are obliged to stand

0.769

for their behavior
Behavior monitoring is used, employees are required to account for their behavior

0.779

Through an organization chart within the organizational structure, the allocation of

0.626

subordinates is identified
There are processes in the company to specify how tasks or behaviors should be

0.695

performed
The specification processes about how tasks or behaviors should be performed are

0.752

adopted and passed on to subordinates
Performance (CR= 0.881; AVE= 0.650)
How intense do you perceive performance features in the past 3 years in your
organization?
More competitive

0.832

Is growing faster

0.862

More profitable

0.812

More innovative

0.711

a = Item excluded to fit the model.
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